
The Greater Impact of  Wildlife Patients
Season Four, Episode One

The Wildlife Center of  Virginia treats an average of  3,700 patients a year; since its founding in 1982, 
more than 85,000 patients have passed through the doors of  this wildlife hospital. Every single animal 

has a story to share – a story that illustrates the wider problems wildlife face -- litter, pesticides, 
free-roaming domestic animals, habitat loss, and diseases.  These stories shape our conservation 
education messaging, our research, and they challenge people of  all ages to take action to protect 

wildlife.  In this episode, we meet four professionals using information and materials gathered through 
wildlife rehabilitation for greater impacts.

Wildlife Center of  Virginia
wildlifecenter.org

edu@wildlifecenter.org

Dr. Carla Dove, Program Manager of  the 
Feather Identification Lab at the Smithsonian 

Museum of  Natural History

Dr. Sonia Hernandez, Professor at the Warnell 
School of  Forestry and Natural Resources and The 
Southeastern Cooperative Wildlife Disease Study, 

University of  Georgia

Robert Mesta, Director of  the 
Non-Eagle Feather Repository at 

Liberty Wildlife

Dr. Karra Pierce, Director of  
Veterinary Services at the Wildlife 

Center of  Virginia

Chief  Anne Richardson, 
Rappahannock Tribe 
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Create a Brochure
Choose one of  the programs or organizations discussed in this episode and create an informational 
brochure about their activities; you may also choose other programs not featured in this episode if  

they relate directly to the greater impact of  wildlife patients.  Research your chosen program or 
organization and make a front and back flyer.  You can use the template on the following page, or 

create your own digitally or on paper.

Wildlife Center of  Virginia
wildlifecenter.org

edu@wildlifecenter.org

Start by choosing the purpose of  your 
brochure. Is it for volunteer recruitment, 
solicitation of  support/donations, general 

information for the public, or another 
specific purpose?  

Next, use the internet or other school 
resources to research information 

about your chosen program.  What 
information is most important to 
cover in order to accomplish the 

purpose of  your brochure?  You won’t 
have room to include everything you 
find, so give careful consideration to 

which details to include.

Choose images that support your 
message and will grab the attention of  
your audience. Decide which images fit 

best with the details that you’ve 
chosen to include in your brochure.

Create your brochure.  Using the 
information and images collected, 

digitally build or physically draw your 
brochure.  Carefully consider the 
layout and organization of  your 

content.  Include the most important 
information prominently and be sure 
to provide instructions for how your 

audience can help your cause.  

Exchange your finished brochures 
with your classmates and exchange 

feedback.  What questions do you still 
have after seeing your classmates’ 

brochures?  Would you support the 
program or organization they are 

promoting?



By:

Front Back

Title

Content
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Feather Identification Activity
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service offers a feather identification tool called the Feather Atlas.  

Find this resource at https://www.fws.gov/lab/featheratlas/idtool.php 
and utilize it to identify the feathers on the next page.  
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You will need to consider the size and structure of  the feather 
you want to identify.  Size helps you narrow down the types 
of  bird that your feather may have come from.  The structure 
may help you hone in even more through the feather ID tool.  

One useful characteristic for distinguishing owl feathers from 
hawk feathers is the soft, fuzzy edge of  owl feathers which 
allows them to fly silently.  This soft edge is created by 
specially adapted feather barbules and changes how air flows 
across the edge of  each feather, eliminating noise.

Cooper’s Hawk

Calamus

Barred Owl

Rachis

Barbs

Understanding a bit about feather anatomy will help you recognize traits that will aid in feather identification.  
Feathers are made up of  a central shaft composed of  the calamus (the portion of  the shaft that attaches to the 
bird) and the rachis, which is the portion to which the barbs are attached.

https://www.fws.gov/lab/featheratlas/idtool.php
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Feather Identification Activity
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service offers a feather identification tool called the Feather Atlas.  

Find this resource at https://www.fws.gov/lab/featheratlas/idtool.php 
and utilize it to identify the feathers on the next page.  
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Feathers on different parts of  the body serve different purposes, 
and therefore have different structure.  The Feather Atlas is built 
based on tail and wing feathers.  For this activity and for 
identifying feathers in the future, you will focus on wing or tail 
feathers.

These feather examples from a Cooper’s Hawk demonstrate the 
physical characteristics of  feather types.  

Body contour feather:
•Provides overall shape and coloration.
•Fluffier and less interlocked at the base for insulation, more 
structured at tip for protection.

Primary wing feather:
•Asymmetrical, stiff, with heavily interlocked barbules. 
•Narrow and pointed, allow for forward thrust.

Secondary wing feather:
•Generally broader and more rounded than primaries. 
•Overlap to create large surface area., responsible for lift.

https://www.fws.gov/lab/featheratlas/idtool.php
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Feather Identification Activity
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service offers a feather identification tool called the Feather Atlas.  

Find this resource at https://www.fws.gov/lab/featheratlas/idtool.php 
and utilize it to identify the feathers on this page.  Fill in the pattern, characteristic color, size, position, possible 
bird types as you work through the options offered in the Feather Atlas.  Assume that all of  these feathers were 

found in Virginia.
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Pattern:
Characteristic Color:
Size:
Position:
Possible Type(s) of  Bird:
Identification:
 

Pattern:
Characteristic Color:
Size:
Position:
Possible Type(s) of  Bird:
Identification: 

Pattern:
Characteristic Color:
Size:
Position:
Possible Type(s) of  Bird:
Identification:  

You can continue to practice feather identification using this tool with any bird feathers you find.  Remember 
that bird parts, including feathers, are federally protected and cannot be collected or kept without special 

permission from the government, so take photos or careful notes and leave feathers where you find them.  

Soft feather edge

https://www.fws.gov/lab/featheratlas/idtool.php
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Feather Identification Activity Answer Key
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service offers a feather identification tool called the Feather Atlas.  

Find this resource at https://www.fws.gov/lab/featheratlas/idtool.php 
and utilize it to identify the feathers on this page.  Fill in the pattern, characteristic color, size, position, possible 
bird types as you work through the options offered in the Feather Atlas.  Assume that all of  these feathers were 

found in Virginia.

Soft feather edge
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Pattern: Barred
Characteristic Color: Brown
Size: Large
Position: Secondary Wing Feather
Possible Type(s) of  Bird: Owl, Hawk
Identification: Barred Owl
 

Pattern: Unpatterned
Characteristic Color: Blue/Purple
Size: Small
Position: Secondary Wing Feather
Possible Type(s) of  Bird: Songbird, 
Woodpecker, Hummingbird
Identification: Eastern Bluebird

Pattern: Unpatterned
Characteristic Color: Yellow
Size: Medium
Position: Unclear, feather badly damaged
Possible Type(s) of  Bird: Songbird, 
Woodpecker, Shorebird, Waterfowl
Identification:  Northern Flicker

You can continue to practice feather identification using this tool with any bird feathers you find.  Remember 
that bird parts, including feathers, are federally protected and cannot be collected or kept without special 
permission from the government, take photos or careful notes and leave feathers where you find them.  

https://www.fws.gov/lab/featheratlas/idtool.php

